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Abstract: Language is the most powerful communicationtool, whether it is thoughts, emotions, or ideas. 

English is the perceptible  the language used worldwide for communication. The students in India gets 

familiarised with English in the  primary level, and it reaches till the  highest level of education. But most 

elementary school students in rural areas are in English week relative to their counterparts in the urban area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Perhaps the most compelling motivation of country understudies not ready to adapt up to the ever-

developing need of expert capability and get utilized is that almost all professional training in India is been 

instructed in English and careless English is been spoken in rustic India.Pan India, there is an uncustomary 

doctrine, among all classes, in both town and metropolitan zones, in the phenomenal force of English. English is 

viewed as a supportive inclination, anyway as a picture of a predominant life, a pathway out of destitution and 

mistreatment. Desire of such greatness is a hefty weight for any language, and for the individuals who have 

obligation regarding instructing it, to manage.The troubles of giving general induction to English are vital, and 

many will without a doubt feel confused at the speed of progress. Yet, we can't disregard the way that the 

English language has developed as an incredible influencer in India (D., 2020) The Indian instructive scene is 

past the public point of view and along these lines it accept instructive significance and assumes a conspicuous 

part in training. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru stated, "In India English is utilized additionally in modern and business 

life. It is a language of strategy. It contains a rich abstract convention. On the off chance that we choose to 

surrender English, we will cut off ourselves from the living stream of regularly developing information." 

 

II. ENGLISH IN INDIA 
The vast majority of the organizations and businesses select competitors based on their open aptitude 

on the grounds that different abilities can be accomplished in the work place though informative expertise isn't 

anything but difficult to achieve. English is a genuine language, not a course book subject (Karen Stanley). In 

the event that English isn't instructed and gotten with legitimate enunciation, understudies considering proficient 

projects have a bleak potential for success in getting business. English is quickly turning into a world language 

in the field of science and innovation. Half of the world's news channel is commanded by English. English is a 

language building up worldwide comprehension and relations. It is figured as an identification for work to the 

experts for their out and out undertakings. English will be understandable to the worldwide network just when it 

is spoken with legitimate pressure, inflection and delay. Despite the fact that English is spoken about by three 

percent of Indians, it is viewed as a subsequent language and it can't be surrendered without any problem. 

English serves in India as a widespread language. India is the third biggest English book creating nation after the 

U.K. what's more, the U.S. Exploratory writing in English has been an aspect of the Indian artistic convention. 

Gathering conversation in English is a significant part in the meeting cycle. India positions third on the planet 

after U.S.A. what's more, U.K. in communicating in English. Nehru said that disposing of the English language 

would prompt close windows to the universe of innovation. Regardless of the significance given to provincial 

language, English in India stays a phonetic power to deal with. 

 

Disparity between urban and rural English language learners.  

India's rural-metropolitan partition stretches out to education as well, remembering use for instruction 

and admittance to computerized assets, uncovers the most recent cross country overview led by the National 

Statistics Office (NSO) named 'Family Social Consumption: Education'.The study, which was delivered a week 

ago, planned 1.52 lakh understudies in 1.13 lakh families, spread across 8,000 towns and 6,000 metropolitan 

squares between July 2017 and June 2018. It uncovers a colossal hole in the use on instruction among rustic and 

metropolitan territories, particularly for schools.A understudy's training up until higher optional, on a normal, 

costs a country family Rs 28,157 yet for a metropolitan family unit it is an incredible Rs 84,712. 
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A potential reason behind the difference in use on training could be the inclination of non-public 

schools over government ones. As per the study, 76.1 percent of understudies from country family units go to 

essential and center schools run by the administration rather than a small 38 percent of understudies from 

metropolitan houses. In any case, the hole turns out to be a lot littler with regards to graduates or more, with 

49.7 percent rustic and 41 percent metropolitan understudies selecting to concentrate in government 

institutions.This hole reaches out to the computerized separate in training too. Only 4 percent of the provincial 

family‘s approach PCs, contrasted with 23 percent of metropolitan families. Additionally, 14.9 percent of 

provincial and 42 percent of metropolitan family units have web access.This review likewise takes a gander at 

the extent of individuals who can work innovation. In provincial family units, 9.9 percent understudies can work 

a PC, 13 percent can utilize the web and 10.8 percent have utilized the web in the previous 30 days. 

The numbers for metropolitan family units, for similar boundaries, remain at 32.4 percent, 37.1 percent 

and 33.8 percent, separately. Inside this, sexual orientation dissimilarity exists also, with country female being 

the most minimal rate in every one of the three angles — 7 percent, 8.5 percent and 6.6 percent individually — 

and metropolitan male being the most noteworthy — 37.5 percent, 43.5 percent and 40.4 percent separately. 

Notwithstanding, the study uncovers that the extent of understudies who complete their optional school 

instruction is nearly at standard among rustic and metropolitan families. The overview noticed that 15 percent 

understudies total their instruction while in metropolitan family units, 19 percent do as such. A critical extent of 

provincial and metropolitan family units likewise approach elementary schools. As indicated by the study, 92.7 

percent of the rustic family units had an elementary school in their 1 km range instead of 87.2 percent for 

metropolitan families. Be that as it may, this isn't valid for auxiliary schools. Just 38 percent of provincial 

families have an optional school in their 1 km span, contrasted with metropolitan families' 70 percent. 

The study takes note of that the dropout rate in both provincial and metropolitan zones were critical, particularly 

for the upper essential and auxiliary school levels. It remained at 18 and 20 percent separately for rustic, and 15 

and 17 percent for metropolitan.(The Edu Press) 

 

Problems faced by the rural students and the reasons for the disparity  

 Socio-cultural and financial disparity. 

Regardless, the first and the chief factor is the Socio-Cultural and budgetary foundation of the family. 

As a large portion of the guardians are unskilled, they can't direct their wards as instructed guardians do. Thus, 

the understudies' presentation needs parental management and direction which is extremely essential for 

instruction. The naive parents can't comprehend the implication of training and besides they don't appreciate the 

centrality of social capacities which expect a basic capacity in their ward's business.The kids from provincial 

regions who go to the school in their vicinity are not presented to similar kind of offices and spurred as the city-

reared kids. In provincial Areas, the understudies come to class from the helpless family foundation. Dominant 

part of them go to the classes with single journals which they use for all the subjects. The majority of them don't 

accepting the endorsed English content or language structure books at the passage of their new class.In 

metropolitan zones, the young generation get encouraged through two unique ways: Instrumental and 

Integrative motivation. Learning a language only for compensations is instrumental motivation, of course 

integrative motivation joins the tendency to be significant for the organization which is strong to the point that 

drives the child to get the language with perfection. As to prospectus, the most significant point is in a large 

portion of the schools English is instructed as some other subject. 

 

 A language to gain marks 

One of the motivation behind why provincial understudies need fathoming and understanding English 

is its late presentation to the subject. Besides, they accept English as a subject to pick up marks and not as a 

language to learn. Understudies don't discover chance to hear and communicate in English and had little 

introduction to these. So the sentence design, phonology, word request, and so forth prevent such students in 

learning English as second language. In proficient universities, English is shown distinctly in the primary year. 

Understudies are deprived of any opportunity to talk in English. They learn English just for picking up marks in 

the semester assessment.   

 

 Lack of Quality Teaching or Teachers. 

A significant test for schools in country Indian towns is the absence of value educators. Most qualified 

educators are not ready to move to the provincial condition. Instructor truancy and responsibility (authoritative, 

moral, instructing, and revealing), are not kidding issues in government schools that give the greater part of the 

training in provincial regions. Persuaded and submitted instructors are key partners in improving the nature of 

training for practical turn of events. The instructors' subject information and academic aptitudes legitimately 

impact learning results for youngsters. Country and distant schools in lower financial territories are described by 

an enormous number of educator opportunities, instructors with lower aptitudes contrasted with those in urban 
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areas and higher educator non-attendance. In particular, wasteful and once in a while complete absence of 

instructor observing and responsibility essentially adds to bring down quality training in helpless territories of 

creating nations 

Many schools, particularly primary schools, lack the required quality of teachers. The problem is 

aggravated in rural primary schools with only one to four teachers; this often results in reduced educational 

access and lower levels of learning that in turn, discourage children from attending school. Academic 

qualifications, in-service and pre-service training, satisfactory remuneration and favourable working conditions 

influence the quality of teachers, and these factors tend to be less available to teachers in rural areas. In 

conditions where these factors are at low levels, technology, applied wisely, has the potential to mitigate some 

of the negative impact of these factors regarding education in rural areas. Moreover, technology provides 

flexibility and access and has significant transformational capabilities to enhance learning and success of 

students from low socioeconomic status.(J. Drenze) 

English teachers, particularly the individuals who train provincial understudies should be tolerant and 

efficient. They are required to make a phenomenal showing under antagonistic conditions. This is a genuine test 

which may sound unrealistic, however it would be exceptionally low with respect to the English instructor on 

the off chance that he/she disregards the reality behind the issue and it would deny the understudies' chances 

which are for the most part accomplished through relational abilities and the particular reason for f training 

English as an informative device would get lost. 

The teachers teaching English, especially the people who are into educating the rural children, ought to 

be open minded and intentional. They are depended upon to make a magnificent appearing under horrible 

conditions. This is a real test which may sound unfeasible, anyway it would be significantly low regarding the 

English teacher if he/she overlooks the genuineness behind the issue and it would deny the understudies' odds 

which are generally practiced through social capacities and the specific explanation behind preparing English as 

an educational tool would get lost. 

 

 Inferior quality Government schools and teachers 

A dominant part of the educators are paid just around Rs 4000 every month as compensation in 

provincial non-public schools, which makes it incredibly hard to pull in sensibly qualified ability. The 

troublesome language utilized in reading material intensifies the issue of enlisting quality educators. English 

medium course readings have been composed remembering English medium schools in metropolitan zones. 

These books are not reasonable for understudies or for instructors in provincial territories. These elements 

settle for the easiest option in English medium schools in provincial zones, bringing about understudies 

performing route underneath their latent capacity. 

The challenges faced by English medium students in rural areas are far more than thelack of quality 

teachers. Another crucial problem faced by students in rural areas who want to study in English is the lack 

of English medium schools beyond elementary level in these locations. Hence, a large number of students 

are compelled to opt out and choose the vernacular medium,after being educated in the English medium till 

class 8.  

The issue of low fees converting into below par teacher quality is more intense in rural areas of 

major states such as Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal. The National Sample Survey 

(Survey) data shows that in 2014, the median school fee in the rural areas of these states was Rs 117, Rs 250 

and Rs 180 per month, respectively. 

Among the significant purposes behind the generally low number or deficiency of schools at the 

high school level which utilize English as the arm of guidance is to a great extent because of the failure and 

reluctance of guardians in rural territories to pay the high charges expected to subsidize the high operational 

expenses of such schools. Despite the fact that the issue shows up less genuine at the rudimentary level, the 

truth of the matter is that schools evaluate their own understudies, which at that point makes it simpler to 

conceal deficiencies, for example, under-qualified and undeveloped instructors. As state-level sheets assume 

control over the evaluation cycle post the rudimentary level, financial specialists and advertisers feel less 

sure about opening English medium optional or senior auxiliary schools. The students who completed their 

higher secondary in vernacular medium, finds it really difficult to compete with their counterparts in the 

urban zone, in completing their studies in colleges as it offers education only in English. It becomes tedious 

for them to cope up with studies in the premier institutions, specifically in the semester system. 

The language utilized in vernacular medium school text books become irrelevant and hardly help in 

advanced education or in the employment market. These books have been composed with the supposition 

that the students will proceed with their advanced education in the vernacular medium. In the current day 

semester framework pervasive at the college level, Students are forced to write their assessments in English 

inside two months of acquiring affirmation in school. This stances inconceivable difficulties for below 

average students,Santagonistically influencing their activity possibilities – especially in the sociologies, 

which intensely depend on capability in the language utilized for articulation of musings. They think that its 
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extremely hard to get a handle on the complexities of the subject in such a brief timeframe and write their 

answers definitively in the English language. Terrific performance in higher education or in the activity 

market offers catalyst to the possibility that school instruction ought to be in the English language.  

 

 Lack of facilities.  

The poor infrastructure and rural India are synonymous to each other. There is a tremendous absence of 

educators, particularly well-trained ones which upsets the students-Tutor proportion broadly. This prompt low 

quality of education being given, scarcely satisfying the need of teaching.  The provincial pieces of India are 

now battling a great deal as far as local transportation is concerned. This issue represents a colossal danger to 

schooling in Rural India because of restricted or no schools in the region. The issue in transportation combined 

with schools situated at a significant stretch in provincial territories urge guardians not to send their children to 

the schools, subsequently keeping them without training. They ordinarily accompany little salary sources which 

are normally devoured in the essential endurance, making training out of their domain. The absence of 

government schools in the neighbourhoods forces guardians more to spend on their children bringing about no 

education being conferred. It is significant for provincial schools to lay accentuation on innovation, particularly 

digitally growing world coerce these students with the goal that they are not abandoned far. Likewise, in the 

carefully developing world, it is significant for each youngster to know about essential advancements and their 

utilization. Gone are the days when repetition learning and realities learning were adequate so as to be 

instructed. Current teaching module expects individuals to know their realization and develop the ability to 

apply his ideas. This can happen only when there are no narrow mental boundaries and they are subjected to 

enquiry-based learning right from their fundamental years instead of compelling them to cram   

 

III. ENGLISH LANGUAGE VS MOTHER TONGUE 
Bloomfield in his Teaching of English remarked, ―In human speech different sounds have different 

meaning. So when a mother tongue serves as a medium of conversation, a conflict comes in learning English as 

a second language.‖ (Rod) 

A multiracial and culturally mosaic nation which is has so many languages-one of the most diversified 

nation, needs to develop education and language policies in a way that all the segmentscontribute to the 

nationbuilding process which develop a feeling of cooperation in the advancement of administration and country 

building. Language is something other than a scholarly subject in India. It is an impression of character and 

strength. (The Edu Press) 

The essential rule for the rearrangement of states in 1956 modelled  from the previous frontier regions 

was to recognize and divide the nation based on the demographically solid etymological networks.(Abbi) 

Almost 140 million students in India goes to government schools. Out of these, 82% can't comprehend 

basic English words. They just know their native language. Why would that be an issue? For the most part, 

students whose first language isn't English, accept certain misinterpretations that all dialects are similar, learning 

English isn't so natural as a result of its punctuation, phonology and structure and, English need not be spoken as 

it is spoken by the local speakers, and so forth. It is hard for students hailing from Tamil, Telugu, Hindi and 

Bhojpuri talking zones to learn English appropriately and adequately without their native language obstruction. 

Learning of first language happens in a characteristic manner by impersonating relatives, companions, 

and condition. At the point when a kid learns its primary language, its psyche is a fresh start. Thus, it is anything 

but difficult to secure straightforwardness in that language. Mix-ups are revised without further ado. Tuning in 

and talking aptitudes are found out at home and afterward a youngster is sent to class for getting the hang of 

perusing and composing abilities of the native language. (Tyagi, 2006) Eventually the sentence structure of that 

language is disguised. In any case, the way toward learning an unfamiliar tongue (i.e.) English is a significant 

fake and controlled challenge. The tuning in and talking aptitudes go before perusing and composing abilities 

just at school. There are no legitimate models in English to impersonate. So the issue of obstruction of first 

language prevails. The local dialects, for example, Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Bhojpuri, and so forth are not in the 

slightest degree near English, the basic example isn't same, and jargon and sentence structure are not 

indistinguishable. So the students normally thought that it was hard to talk and write in English. In English, 

there are 20 vowel sounds partitioned into 12 unadulterated vowels and 8 diphthongs. Be that as it may, in Tamil 

there are just 12 vowels with long and short sounds. There is no definite letter for the sound. One letter can be 

utilized for two, there sounds for example 'dad' and 'ba' sounds are composed utilizing one letter 'Dad'. It 

meddles when understudies are approached to articulate the voiced and voiceless plosive sounds/p/and/b/and 

they are articulated the same. Forexample pin and receptacle get articulated the same with 'p' sound. Caldwell 

contended, "Tamil language structure isn't acceptable either grammatically or semantically." (N, 2009). In 

Tamil, distinction in phonological structure was prominent. The current day instructing of English at school 

level isn't good a direct result of stuff in the class, helpless convenience and foundation, assignment of restricted 

hours for showing the subject, absence of showing techniques, absence of training in sounds and spelling, and 
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absence of introduction to utilize the language both in and outside the class, and so forth. These overload 

understudies leaving tremendous hole to have the native language for its impact. 

Besides, There is nobody to-one relationship among's articulation and spelling in English. The students 

attempted to move the words from their first language to the unfamiliar tongue. Accordingly, the native 

language impedance happens when the students learn English to talk, to peruse and to compose. It might happen 

in phonetically, morphological, auxiliary, linguistic, social and ordinary words 

Foreign language students however seem, by all accounts, to be aggregating enough information, they 

go over issues of sorting out, reasonably, basically composing thus depend on first language demonstrating a 

hole between get-together information and creating it orally." When the students needed to communicate their 

perspectives or thoughts, the hole between social affair the logical words and delivering them orally gets 

expanded and makes the circumstance complex to unravel. At that point the primary language impedance rises. 

 

Government policies to enhance the standard of rural education 

National Language Policy 

Indian constitution assembly was framed on 9 December 1946, for drafting a constitution when India 

got autonomous. The Constituent Assembly saw savage discussions on the language issue. The reception of a 

"Public Language", the language wherein the constitution was to be written in and the language wherein the 

procedures of the get together were to be led were the principle phonetic inquiries bantered by the composers of 

the Constitution. Hindi in Devanagari content would be the official language of the Indian Union. For a long 

time, English would likewise be utilized for all official purposes (Article 343). A language commission could be 

gathered following five years to prescribe approaches to advance Hindi as the sole authority language and to 

eliminate the utilization of English (Article 344). Official correspondence among states and among states and 

the Union would be in the official language of the association (Article 345).English would be utilized for all 

legitimate purposes - in court procedures, charges, laws, rules and different guidelines (Article 348).The Union 

was compelled by a sense of honor to advance the spread and utilization of Hindi (Article 351)(kumar) 
1. DeenDayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana

 

2. DeenDayal Upadhyaya Antyodaya Yojana 

3. Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya 

4. National Literacy Mission Programme 

(People's archive of Rural India) 

 

All these above-mentioned programmes were designed to enhance the quality of education in the rural area 

especially the spoken and written English of students there so that they can cope with their urban counterparts.  

 

NGOs working for the improvement of English learning in rural India. 

 Leap for word 

A Mumbai based NGO " Leap for word" enrolled non-benefit association, devoted to only one reason — that of 

improving the English language abilities of kids in under-served networks in India. They plan basic English 

learning answers for territorial language environments and convey these arrangements through nearby educators 

by empowering them through preparing and confirmation and helping them start English classes in their 

separate networks. Their lead item is the English Literacy Program, planned remembering the English 

limitations of instructors from local language foundations..(Leap for word) 

An English Literate village: 

Joyada, a town in Maharashtra where we have worked the longest, is being focused as India's first English 

Literate town. A few outcomes from Joyada:  

•20 understudies have effectively cleared placement tests to get confirmation semi-English schools. Prior not so 

much as a solitary understudy had been effective as there is a 20 imprint English segment which was 

consistently the essential explanation of disappointments.  

•Students from our absolute first kids' group finished secondary school (Grade 10) in 2014-2015. Each and 

every understudy from that cluster selected Science (which is educated in English).  

•Rural youth dependent on cultivating show our projects for extra pay. This extra steady salary has brought 

better ways of life for 15 such families.(Leap for word) 

An English Literate Taluka : 

 Maval, a taluka (province) in the locale of Pune Maharashtra has been focused as the principal English 

Literate district. They have been working since 2016. 225 instructors took up the ideas since they discovered 

them to be of high worth. The projects are deliberate and not obligatory. Hearing about  outcomes from 

Mavalthey were welcomed by the close by taluka of Mulshi. They carried out the same programme in Mulshi 

and they finished preparing of instructors in Mulshi by November 2017. (Leap for word) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deen_Dayal_Upadhyaya_Grameen_Kaushalya_Yojana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deen_Dayal_Upadhyaya_Antyodaya_Yojana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kasturba_Gandhi_Balika_Vidyalaya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Literacy_Mission_Programme
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Working with NGOs:  

They have also worked with some non-government organizations (i.e. outside the public school system but 

serving poorer communities). One such project was with Nashik Ashram Schools from 2016-2017. 

 About 900 students were taught in these schools 

 All students in our programs from grade 4 to grade 8 did better than the national  

 average on standard ASER tests(Leap for word) 

 

 Chetna- An initiative of Prama Jyoti Foundation. 

Yet another NGO working for spoken English in rural areas is Chetna which is an initiative by Prama 

Jyoti Foundation. . Their team has designed a particular of modules which the volunteers use and it includes step 

by step techniques to learn English which will be followed maintaining the proper protocols and all. They 

believed that it make possible for rural- poverty stricken children to one day enter the middle class demographic 

and breaking their cycle of poverty. (Chetna Foundation) 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In India, lion's share of the workforce originates from provincial regions as 75% of India lives in 

towns. The arrangement creators need to connect the metropolitan provincial separation in educating of English. 

An English instructor educating in provincial schools needs to concoct imaginative procedures in the study 

halls. Gifted and submitted instructors should be selected at essential level. Educators ought to be redesigned 

and prepared to meet the issues of the students.(Kurrien) Equipping English language education with the 

essentials in the native medium schools would benefit learning in general and language learning in particular. 

But converting schools to become English medium without proper support would be detrimental and 

counterproductive. Schools can be developed as multimedia schools where both the content subjects and the 

language are taught and learnt well in a complementary and supplementary manner. A ‗language across the 

curriculum‘ perspective and a strategy of multilingualism  would be of benefit on many counts.(Article 20) The 

centrality of language in learning needs to be recognised. English, then, can play a vital role as a language of 

mutual benefit – benefiting Indian languages as well as itself – and so enriching education as a whole.(Kurrien) 

Outfitting English language guidance with the essentials in the neighborhood medium schools would benefit 

learning all things considered and language adapting explicitly. In any case, changing over schools to get 

English medium without authentic assistance would be horrible and counterproductive. Schools can be made as 

blended media schools where both the substance subjects and the language are told and learnt well in a 

correlative and worthwhile manner. A 'language over the instructive program' perspective and an arrangement of 

multilingualism would be of favorable position on various counts. (Article 20) The centrality of language in 

adjusting ought to be seen. English, by then, can accept a basic part as a language of basic favorable position – 

benefitting Indian vernaculars similarly as itself – subsequently improving guidance generally. 
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